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Dear Dragon Vocabulary Words

assigned--a task someone wants you to do or work on

precious--something that is important or valuable to you

mosaics--pictures or patterns made from smaller pieces of glass, stone, or other materials

demolition--a job to tear down or destroy buildings

retains--having something and keeping it

projects--tasks that take time and effort to complete

High Frequency Words

rain drop forest

Decoding (review of short and long vowels)

math

toast

easy

socks

Friday

stuff

paid

cheese

eighteen

elbow

program

shiny

piles

sticky

slight

pilot

height

mind

holiday

moment

eager

Anchor Charts (Visuals in the Classroom and in Journals)

Elements of Poetry--line break, stanza, rhyming words, rhythm, imagery, alliteration, onomatopoeia,

repetition

Visualize--use your senses (sight, smell, hear. taste, touch) to create pictures in your mind as you read

Literary Elements--the pieces that make up a story; think of the Characters, Setting, Plot (conflict

and resolution), and Events

Point of View--Who is telling the story? First-person is when the narrator is part of the story;

(author may use pronouns: I, me, we, us). Third-person is when the narrator is outside the story:

(author may use pronouns: he, her, she, him, they, their).



Parts of a Letter: Date, Heading, Greeting, Body, Closing, Signature

Subject-Verb Agreement: A verb that tells about an action that is happening now is in the present

tense. Verbs in the present tense have two forms. The correct form to use depends on the subject of

the sentence.

Except for I, add –s to the verb when the noun in the subject is singular. Do not add –s to the verb

when the noun in the subject is plural.

My dog Pepper barks at the dogs next door. The dogs next door bark when they see Pepper coming.

Adding -s or -es to Verbs: Some verbs end with –es instead of –s. Add –es to verbs that end with s,

sh, ch, or x when they are used with a singular noun in the subject. Do not add –es when the noun in

the subject is plural.

Some verbs end with a consonant and y. Change the y to i, and add –es when you use this kind of verb

with a singular noun.

The boy reaches for another cookie. Greta hurries to catch the bus. The verb reach adds –es.

The verb hurry changes the y to i and adds –es


